Problems Lieutenant Knap Mucha Jiri Osers
the times literary supplement, march 10, 1945 - * the problems of lieutenant knap by jiri mucha 8s.6d. this is a
book of closely connected short stories which describe thespiritllai oddity of a young czech officer during the
present war. some of them have already appeared in new writing, where they reteived appreciative attention from
the critics. * new writing and times literary supplement, september 1, 1945 - the problems of . lieutenant knap
by jiki mucha Ã¢Â€Â¢ 8s. 6d. this is a book of closely connected short stories with a warm human interest for
[o-day and a moral for toÃ‚Â·morrow, by a young czech writer of outstanding ability. some of his stories have
already appeared in new wrlling, where they received high
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